"To improve is to change;
to be perfect is to change often."

Winston Churchill

Live Upcoming Webinar
Discovery: A Better Model for
Political Discussions
Recent political campaigns destroyed lasting friendships,
frayed family ties, and alienated neighbors and coworkers. Social media became a battleground of nasty
diatribes, insults, and slurs. Is there a better way to talk
about ideological differences? The Discovery Model
is...Continue reading →

What Successful Change Agents Have in Common
They can modify their beliefs based on current facts.
Their self-esteem doesn’t depend on status.
They build quality workplace relationships with everyone.
They are lifelong learners.
They assume change can create new opportunities.
They model goodwill even when under stress.
They are excellent negotiators.
They remember the mission: where they are going, and why.

Rent a Recorded Webinar
Why Futurists Can't Predict the Future, and
How You Can
Professional forecasters often fail (have you ever
tracked their rate of success?) because they fall in love
with one formula, or they are paid to promote a specific
outcome. Ironically, average people can be more
successful because they might approach the same
information with a more open...Continue reading →

Visit the Siera Calendar for 2016
Looking for a live webinar or in-person program on a
particular date? Curious what training topics and
formats are popular? Checking out where we are
going to be in coming months? The Siera calendar
provides information and inspiration for educators and
adult learners. Updated weekly...(See calendar)

Featured Library Topic
Evolving Public Libraries for the 21st
Century and Beyond
Deciding to offer great library customer service is not
enough. Create concrete goals based on the responses
of the customers themselves: Do they say good things
about you? Come back? If so, is it because of how they
were treated, the expertise of your staff, the
quality... Continue reading →

50 New Year’s Resolution Ideas And How To
Achieve Each Of Them
The New Year is slowly nearing, and with the holiday
season already upon us many people are indulging in
retrospection and reevaluating some of their life
choices. New Year’s resolutions are the perfect
opportunity for all those...Continue reading→
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